Abstract-The next-generation wireless Internet (NGWI) is expected to provide a wide range of services including high-speed data and real-time multimedia to mobile users. To realize this expectation, a diverse set of challenges need to be addressed, which are posed by heterogeneous wireless networking environments within NGWI and the according application requirements. Furthermore, the architectural heterogeneities must be captured dynamically, while mobile users may roam during their connection duration. Current existing transport layer protocols have been developed for a specific network paradigm in mind, e.g., for wireless local area networks (WLANs), micro/macro wireless systems, or for satellite systems. Using these existing different transport layer protocols for NGWI to support global roaming of mobile users is not a practical solution due to processing and memory constraints of wireless terminals. Thus, there is a need for a unified adaptive transport layer protocol suite which can address the architectural heterogeneities for roaming mobile users and achieve the best performance for NGWI.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE SPECTACULAR evolution of the wireless network technologies has yielded several generations of wireless systems referred by , , 2, 3, 4. Currently, proposed third-generation (3G) wireless systems such as the Universal can provide up to 2 Mb/s data rates along with the multimedia support [23] . These developments in the wireless networking technologies and the drastic increase in their usage have further dictated the integration of wired and wireless domains. Consequently, the next-generation wireless Internet (NGWI), which is currently in the design stage and also referred to as 4G wireless networks, will emerge as the convergence of next-generation wireless systems and Internet with the objective of anywhere, anytime seamless service to the mobile users. A typical proposed NGWI architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this architecture, an NG wireless terminal can roam between the diverse set of wireless architectures, i.e., wireless local area network (WLAN), 3G cellular, and satellite network, as shown in Fig. 1 . Along with this architectural diversity, NGWI is also expected to provide the mobile users with a wide range of services from high rate data traffic to real-time multimedia traffic with a certain quality-of-service (QoS) level. These objectives pose several challenges for the realization of the NGWI as follows.
• Heterogeneous Wireless Architectures: The wireless systems that will be part of the NGWI have different characteristics which are summarized as follows.
-Access Delay: While the one-way access delay in the wireless link may not be significant in WLAN, a typical round-trip time (RTT) varies between few hundred milliseconds and 1 s in 3G links due to the extensive physical layer processing, e.g., forward error correction (FEC), interleaving and transmission delays [13] . The access delay is much higher in satellite links, which have high propagation delay up to 270 ms [1] . -Link Errors: The conventional transmission control protocols (TCPs) presume the existence of an underlying reliable physical link. Thus, they invoke congestion control in case of wireless link related packet losses. This leads to significant performance degradation, whose severity is proportional to the wireless link conditions, i.e., bit-error rate and delay. The packet loss rates vary from very low levels in near-wireless environments such as WLAN, 3G picocells to higher than 1% in macrocellular environments and satellite networks [27] . The mobility related packet losses, i.e., blackouts due to handoff or signal loss, amplify the degradation. period, almost no handoff is experienced in the global coverage, whereas frequent handoffs may take place in picocellular environments.
• Heterogeneous Service Demands: The services that will be provided by the NGWI vary from high rate reliable data to real-time multimedia such as live video streaming. While the former requires 100% reliable transport, the latter, instead, needs timely delivery and smooth rate variation. For multimedia traffic delivery, user datagram protocol (UDP)-based streaming without any transmission rate control may also lead to unfairness to the TCP sources and further result in a congestion collapse [8] . These challenges need to be addressed to realize the NGWI objective. The architectural heterogeneities described above need to be handled dynamically, while the mobile user migrates during connection period. The diversity in the demanded services necessitates both the reliable data transport functionality and the rate control protocol for time-constrained multimedia delivery. All these heterogeneities coupled with the processing and power limitations of wireless terminals call for a unified, efficient, and seamless adaptive transport layer. In order to address this need, a new adaptive transport layer (ATL) for the NGWI is presented in this paper.
The ATL is a unified adaptive transport layer that dynamically adjusts its protocol configurations to adapt to heterogeneous wireless environments and supports reliable data and multimedia delivery. Some of its salient features are as follows.
1) Adaptive Congestion Control: ATL incorporates a new
adaptive congestion control for its new reliable data transport protocol (TCP-ATL) and its new rate control protocol for multimedia traffic (RCP-ATL). The additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) control parameters of both protocols are dynamically adjusted according to the current wireless link conditions, i.e., the packet loss rate and the access delay. This enables ATL to achieve high-throughput performance despite the architectural diversity of the NGWI. The adaptive congestion control scheme described in Section III also implicitly addresses the effects of blackouts. 2) Multimedia Support: A new UDP-based rate control protocol (RCP-ATL) for multimedia traffic in the NGWI is also embodied within the ATL. RCP-ATL performs rate control scheme by using the adaptive congestion control to achieve high goodput performance in the heterogeneous wireless architectures. RCP-ATL also cooperates with an adaptive encoder to achieve homogeneous and smooth quality variation as explained in Section IV-B 3) Fairness: The methods for dynamic adjustment of the AIMD parameters of adaptive congestion control for both TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL are developed in Section III by taking the fairness into consideration. Therefore, ATL protocols inherently preserve fairness to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck. 4) Low Complexity and Backward Compatibility: The ATL protocols are developed based on the current TCP and UDP protocols with additional functionalities tailored to address the unique requirements of the NGWI. Therefore, ATL can easily communicate with current transport layer implementations, which follow conventional TCP/IP semantics. This approach also matches with a unified, low-complexity adaptive transport layer requirement for the processing and memory constrained mobile terminals. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A review of related work in transport layer protocols for wireless systems and their inadequacies in addressing the diversity in the NGWI are presented in Section II. The effects of the architectural heterogeneity on the performance are investigated via a case study and the adaptive congestion control methods for both TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL are then developed in Section III. The overview of ATL protocols along with their detailed operations are explained in Section IV. The performance evaluation of TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL and the simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Despite the extensive research in transport protocols to address the challenges in wireless domain [1] - [4] , [6] , [10] , [25] , most of them address these challenges only for a specific wireless environment and, hence, do not solve the problems pertaining to the NGWI. For example, independent solutions have been proposed for microcell [3] and macrocell [25] environments, and for satellite networks [1] , [2] , [10] . The Snoop protocol [3] proposed primarily for WLANs has been shown in [25] to be inefficient in 3G environments due to its assumption of insignificant wireless link delays compared with the end-to-end delays. On the other hand, WTCP proposed in [25] for wireless wide area networks (WWAN) relies on the interpacket separation as a congestion metric. Hence, WTCP is not applicable to WLAN and picocells, since its congestion metric is not reliable in the high-bandwidth low-delay environments. In [6] , TCP-Westwood is proposed to improve the TCP performance in the hybrid wired/wireless networks. TCP-Westwood uses acknowledgment (ACK) reception rate to estimate the available bandwidth, which is then used to calculate the congestion window and slow-start threshold. However, for the links with high delay, TCP-Westwood performance degrades due to the decrease in the estimation accuracy because of late arriving feedback [6] . Furthermore, the abrupt changes in wireless link delay due to vertical handoffs between different wireless systems of the NGWI may also decrease the accuracy of its bandwidth estimation method.
Similarly, the solutions for satellite networks also do not stand as a unified solution to address the heterogeneities in the NGWI. TCP-Peach [1] and its enhanced version TCP-Peach+ [2] significantly improve the throughput performance in the satellite links. However, their congestion control algorithms, which are tailored to match requirements of the links with high-bandwidth-delay products, may not be applicable to WLAN and picocell environments.
For the NGWI architecture in which the mobile user migrates between the different environments as illustrated in Fig. 1 , none of these protocols will suffice. In [11] , an end-to-end transport layer approach called pTCP is proposed to perform bandwidth aggregation for mobile terminals that are connected to multiple wireless networks. pTCP opens and maintains one TCPvirtual connection for every interface to perform data striping. Although pTCP does not propose specific congestion control schemes to be used for each of the interfaces, it has been pointed out in [11] that incorporating interface-specific transport protocols to address the architectural heterogeneity could be a conceivable solution until a unified transport layer framework is developed. However, including each of the existing transport protocols tailored for a specific architecture in a single transport layer is not a practical solution due to the processing and memory constraints of wireless terminals. Therefore, a unified and adaptive transport protocol that adapts itself to the different wireless environments has yet to be developed to address the architectural heterogeneities posed by the NGWI objective.
On the other hand, there exists a necessity of a rate control mechanism for multimedia flows to avoid unfairness to TCP sources and further congestion collapse [8] . Although there exists a significant amount of research in this context [5] , [7] , [15] , [21] , [22] , most of them are proposed for wired networks. These solutions follow the conservative rate halving behavior of TCP, which leads to unnecessary rate throttle and, hence, severe performance degradation in the wireless environments. In [29] , an end-to-end wireless multimedia streaming TCP-Friendly protocol (WMSTFP) is proposed for multimedia over wireless Internet. In WMSTFP, the sender adjusts the sending rate by calculating the available bandwidth estimation based on the feedback obtained from the receiver. Although the WMSTFP improves the network utilization and maintain fairness to the TCP sources, it is not developed to address all of the challenges in the heterogeneous architectures of the NGWI. For example, in the satellite networks, the RTT-based rate estimation technique used in WMSTFP may not achieve high utilization of the link resources due to very high propagation delay. In [27] , rate control scheme (RCS) has been proposed for real-time traffic in the networks with high-bandwidth-delay products and high bit-error rates. RCS significantly improves the throughput performance, while maintaining fairness. However, its dummy packet based congestion control algorithm is specifically tailored to match the requirements of the links with high propagation delay and may be inefficient for the wireless environments with low access delay such as WLAN and picocells.
Despite the significant amount of research in transport protocols for wireless networks and rate control schemes for multimedia traffic flows, there is no single solution to address all of these heterogeneities pertaining to the NGWI. Hence, there exists a need for a unified transport layer to handle both architectural diversity and heterogeneous application requirements of the NGWI.
III. ADAPTIVE CONGESTION CONTROL
In this section, the variation in the performance degradation severity due to the architectural heterogeneity in the NGWI is first investigated via a case study. Then, the adaptive congestion control for reliable data transport and multimedia traffic delivery are developed.
A. Architectural Heterogeneity: Case Study
The performance degradation experienced by current TCP protocols is primarily affected by the wireless link conditions. The increase in the probability of packet loss in the wireless link also increases the severity of the performance degradation. Similarly, an increase in the RTT of the end-to-end path due to an additional wireless link delay further degrades the network utilization [1] . Moreover, the high RTT also prevents terminal from utilizing its fair bandwidth share because of the well-known unfairness to the TCP flows with higher RTT [14] . Therefore, the severity of the performance degradation changes according to the varying wireless link conditions.
In order to study the effects of the architectural heterogeneity in the NGWI on the TCP performance, we performed simulation experiments using [19] . Here, three wireless and one wired TCP-Newreno sources are connected to four receivers via a 2.5-Mb/s bottleneck link. The wireless TCP sources are connected to the bottleneck via links with the capacity of 1 Mb/s, the packet loss probabilities of 10 , 10 , 10 , and the one-way link delays of , 50, and 150 ms, respectively. All TCP sources are attached with a file transfer protocol (FTP) application. Note that three ( , ) pairs used in the simulation experiments represent the typical wireless link conditions in WLAN, 3G cellular, and satellite networks.
The congestion window change of the TCP sources are shown in Fig. 2 . The wired TCP source halves its congestion window only in case of packet loss due to congestion. However, the wireless TCP sources perform more rate throttles, which is proportional to the as shown in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, the recovery from halving takes time proportional to the RTT, which increases with the wireless link delay . While the performance of the wireless source connected to WLAN is very close to the wired TCP source, the TCP source representing a satellite connection almost cannot utilize its entire link, as shown in Fig. 2 . The parameters and the results of the simulation experiments are summarized in Table I .
We observe in Fig. 2 and Table I that the achievable throughput performance significantly varies with varying wireless environment conditions. The same experiments are also conducted with an AIMD rate control protocol [22] for multimedia traffic and similar patterns have been observed, and their goodput results are also given in Table I . These results motivate us to develop a unified and adaptive transport layer protocols that maintain the maximum achievable throughput in all wireless architectures of the NGWI.
B. Adaptive Congestion Control for Reliable Data Transport
It is shown in Section III-A that the TCP performance significantly varies with wireless link conditions. Therefore, a new adaptive congestion control is necessary to maintain the highest throughput performance possible in all wireless architectures. On the other hand, this objective is upper bounded with the throughput of the wired TCP source sharing the same bottleneck in order to maintain the fairness. For example, the curve achieved by the wired TCP in Fig. 2 represents the target throughput to achieve for the other three wireless resources. Therefore, the objective for adaptive congestion control can be restated as the minimization of the difference between the areas under the curves achieved by the wired TCP and the wireless TCP sources.
As observed in Fig. 2 , the TCP throughput directly depends on the link conditions. Let be the throughput achieved by a TCP source, where are its additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease parameters, is the packet loss probability, is the end-to-end RTT, is the initial retransmission timeout (RTO), and is the number of data packets acknowledged with a single ACK. Hence, the wired TCP throughput in Fig. 2 can be expressed by , where is the probability of packet loss experienced due to congestion, and is the end-to-end RTT of the connection without any additional wireless link delay. Therefore, is the upper bound for the target throughput due to fairness consideration. Hence, the objective of the adaptive congestion control method is to achieve , regardless of the underlying wireless architecture and the link conditions.
In the simulation experiments presented in Section III-A, the wireless TCP sources achieved lower throughput than the wired TCP source due to the increased packet loss rate and RTT because of the additional packet losses and the link delay experienced in the wireless link. This situation can be generalized for and as (1) where and are the total probability of packet loss due to both wireless link and congestion and the end-to-end RTT, respectively. Here, and can be expressed by
where is the probability of wireless link related packet loss, is the probability of packet loss due to congestion, is the end-to-end RTT of the connection without any additional wireless link delay, and is the one-way wireless link delay as in Table I .
As the mobile terminal migrates between different wireless environments of the NGWI, and and, hence, and in (2) and (3), vary continuously. Such variation in the link conditions leads the mobile terminal to experience different throughput degradation levels, as observed in Fig. 2 .
To maintain the highest throughput performance in all of the different wireless architectures characterized by different access delays and link error rates and achieve fairness to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck, ATL incorporates a new adaptive congestion control that dynamically adjusts its AIMD parameters according to the current wireless link conditions, i.e., and . Therefore, the objective of the new adaptive congestion control is to obtain pair such that (4) is achieved in all of the different architectures of the NGWI; i.e., and for and , where and are expressed in (2) and (3) as a function of wireless link condition parameters and . Let be the upper bound for the target throughput to be achieved by the wireless TCP sources, i.e.,
. Recall that this upper bound is imposed by the fairness consideration, and hence, is the throughput achieved by the wired TCP source experiencing and as the packet loss probability due to congestion and the end-to-end RTT (with no additional wireless link delay), respectively. Given that , , , and are known, it follows from (2) and (3) that and can be calculated as
The throughput of the TCP connection in (4) can be expressed by [28] ( 7) where are the additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease parameters, is the packet loss probability, is the end-to-end RTT, is the initial retransmission timeout (RTO), and is the number of data packets acknowledged with a single ACK. Therefore, can be calculated by feeding (7) with , , , and . Here, each data packet can be assumed to be acknowledged by an ACK, i.e.,
, and can be approximately set to to provide fairness with TCP [8] . Therefore, by substituting the obtained and (7) into (4), we get (8) Consequently, the additive-increase parameter that achieves the objective stated in (4) can be calculated from (8) as (9) Therefore, once , , , and are known, can be calculated by (7); then, (9) can be used to set the additive-increase parameter for . The selection of the multiplicative-decrease factor from [0.5,1) is discussed in Sections IV-A and V-A1. By this way, the throughput degradation can be avoided and highest throughput, which is upper bounded by the fairness constraint, is achieved via dynamically adjustment of AIMD parameters according to the wireless link conditions. The detailed operation of the adaptive congestion control for reliable data transport is presented in Section IV-A.
C. Adaptive Rate Control for Multimedia Traffic
Similarly, a new adaptive rate control for multimedia flows is necessary to maintain the highest performance possible in all of the different wireless architectures, while preserving fairness to the TCP sources. As in Section III-B, the highest throughput is again upper bounded by the throughput of the wired TCP source sharing the same bottleneck in order to maintain fairness.
Assume a general rate-based AIMD scheme which increases the transmission rate additively with at each RTT, i.e.,
, and reduces it multiplicatively by if a packet loss is detected, i.e.,
. The steady-state throughput of such rate-based AIMD scheme is derived (see the Appendix) and expressed by (10) where is the packet loss probability, is the , and and are the additive-increase and the multiplicative-decrease factors, respectively.
It is observed from Table I and (10) that the throughput of the rate-based AIMD scheme depends on the link conditions, i.e., and , and the values of and . In order to maintain the highest throughput performance and achieve fairness to the wired TCP sources, ATL adapts the AIMD parameters of its rate control protocol to the link conditions, i.e., and . As in Section III-B, the objective of the new adaptive rate control is to obtain pair such that (11) is achieved in all of the different architectures of the NGWI, i.e., and for and , where and are expressed in (2) and (3) as a function of wireless link condition parameters and . Let be the upper bound for the target throughput to be achieved by the wireless multimedia traffic sources as in Section III-B, i.e.,
. Thus, by substituting the and (10) into (11), we obtain (12) Hence, the additive-increase parameter of the AIMD-based rate control protocol to achieve a target throughput of can be obtained as (13) Therefore, given that , , , and are known, then (13) can be used to set for according to the wireless link conditions. The selection of the multiplicative-decrease factor from [0.5,1) is discussed in Sections IV-A and V-A1. By this way, an adaptive rate control scheme can achieve the highest possible throughput, while maintaining fairness. The detailed operation of the adaptive rate control scheme for multimedia traffic is explained in Section IV-B.
IV. ADAPTIVE TRANSPORT LAYER (ATL) FOR NGWI
ATL is a unified adaptive transport layer that incorporates a new reliable data transport protocol (TCP-ATL) and a new rate control protocol (RCP-ATL) for multimedia traffic. The protocol structure of ATL is illustrated in Fig. 3 . According to the service type requested by the application layer or the incoming request from the receiver side, the appropriate protocol algorithm is initiated. The application layer interfacing and the con- nection establishment procedures are left out of the scope of this paper. In this section, the operations of the TCP-ATL and the RCP-ATL are presented in detail.
A. TCP-ATL: Adaptive Reliable Data Transport Protocol
ATL incorporates a new adaptive reliable transport protocol (TCP-ATL) to address the architectural heterogeneity of the NGWI. TCP-ATL inherits well-established TCP functionalities of the legacy TCP protocols [26] and utilizes the adaptive congestion control scheme developed in Section III-B. TCP-ATL can be also implemented based on any conventional AIMD TCP protocol to achieve the adaptive congestion control objective. Furthermore, the selective acknowledgment (SACK) options [18] are shown to be very effective in recovering multiple packet losses in one TCP window. This is much more important on the links with high bandwidth-delay-product such as satellite links. Therefore, TCP-ATL uses the SACK options [18] to guarantee reliability.
In Section III-B, it is shown that the AIMD parameters of TCP can be adjusted according to the link conditions by using (9) given that , , , and are known. To utilize (9) for this goal, the TCP-ATL source continuously measures the packet loss rate within a sliding time window of . The wireless link delay and probability of wireless related packet loss are assumed to be obtained from the underlying adaptive medium access control (MAC) layer, which is also essential to address the architectural heterogeneities in the NGWI. In practice, the wireless MAC protocols have the information about the packet loss rate and the delay experienced in the wireless access link, i.e., and . The access delay is immediately available at the MAC layer, since many MAC protocols use it to calculate their timeout values, e.g., clear-to-send (CTS) timeout value calculation in IEEE 802.11 [12] . Furthermore, wireless MAC protocols perform several attempts to get the packets it receives from upper layer to the access point. If the MAC layer cannot successfully get the data packet across, it informs the upper layer about this result. Note that this failure may occur because of several wireless link conditions, such as access contention, link errors, link outage, etc. Hence, the packet loss rate due to wireless link information can be obtained from the MAC layer information via simple cross-layer interaction. The details of such communication between different networking layers are software implementation issues and left beyond the scope of this paper. Moreover, note that is also measured within a sliding time window of and includes all wireless link related packet losses encountered by the underlying MAC layer due to access failure, bit-errors, fading, and signal loss due to handoff or blackout.
Once , , , and are known, and can be obtained by using (5) and (6) . Hence, can be calculated using (7) and plugged into (9) to determine for a given for . While the selection of affects the instantaneous TCP-friendliness [9] of the TCP-ATL behavior, it does not affect the overall fairness. This is because any pair determined by (9) inherently complies with fairness requirement, since (9) itself is obtained by taking that requirement into consideration. Therefore, can be safely selected from [0.5,1). On the other hand, the higher the is selected, the higher performance can be observed in the links with high-bandwidth-delay products. This is mainly because the throughput degradation due to frequent rate throttles is amplified by the high-bandwidth-delay product of the link. Hence, selecting higher values from [0.5,1) helps compensate for the adverse effects of high propagation delay on the performance. During the simulation experiments presented in Section V, values of 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85 are found to give the best performance, for , 50, and 150 ms, respectively. Therefore, can be set to be 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85, for WLAN ms ms , 3G cellular ms ms , and satellite networks ms, respectively. In the beginning of the connection, there is no information in terms of and . Therefore, the connection starts with the default AIMD parameters, i.e.,
. Note that in the absence of a wireless link, i.e., and , the connection simply uses normal TCP which is also desirable to maintain fairness. As packet losses are being experienced due to both congestion and wireless link, is adjusted to adapt the protocol configuration to the varying wireless link conditions. Furthermore, at each vertical handoff, it is essential that ATL updates its AIMD parameters to address the possible abrupt variation in the wireless link conditions. It is assumed that the vertical handoff events are informed by underlying MAC layer over interlayer communication plane shown in Fig. 3 .
On the other hand, the blackout situations are also implicitly addressed by the adaptive congestion control algorithm of TCP-ATL. If a blackout occurs due to mobility or fading by the environmental obscurations, this immediately increases . The TCP-ATL source then calculates new using (9) to adapt the congestion control configuration to the new link conditions. It follows from (9) that an increase in also increases . Therefore, TCP-ATL can quickly recover from the throughput degradation due to a blackout by increasing its congestion window more aggressively. Once the signal is back, immediately drops which also reduces . Therefore, TCP-ATL can dynamically return to its configuration just before the blackout.
The default TCP-ATL operation explained above directly applies to the scenarios, where the source is wireless and the receiver is wired terminals. The TCP-ATL operation may require slight modifications in terms of calculations of and according to the different source/receiver combinations. The operation of the protocol for each source/receiver combination is summarized as follows.
1) Wireless Source/Wired Receiver: In this case, the default ATL operation explained in this section does not require any modifications. 2) Wired Source/Wireless Receiver: In this case, the wireless link parameters, i.e., and , are supplied to the source. Once the wireless terminal acquires and for the first time, it forwards them to the source within data ACK packets to avoid any additional overhead. and are then forwarded to the source if they vary. Similarly, the vertical handoff event is also signaled to the source using data ACK packets in this scenario. 3) Wireless Source/Wireless Receiver: In this case, the end-to-end path includes two wireless links. Let , and , be the packet loss probability and the delay of the wireless link at the source and the receiver side of the end-to-end path, respectively. As the wireless receiver first obtains and , it forwards them to the source as explained above. The wireless ATL source, which receives this information, then infers that the receiver is also wireless terminal equipped with the ATL. In this case, the total packet loss probability and the RTT , which are previously expressed by (2) and (3) 
Once and are found using (16) and (17), the original TCP-ATL operation is then resumed. 4) Wired Source/Wired Receiver: In this case, no wireless link involves in the entire connection path, that is, and . Therefore, normal TCP protocol operation inherited by TCP-ATL resumes the connection. Note that ATL is also backward compatible as it can still establish TCP connection even if any end-party is not equipped with the ATL. The operation of the adaptive congestion control scheme used by TCP-ATL protocol is summarized in the pseudoalgorithm shown in Fig. 4 .
B. RCP-ATL: Adaptive Rate Control Protocol for Multimedia Traffic
ATL incorporates a new adaptive rate control protocol (RCP-ATL) to address the architectural heterogeneity of the NGWI. RCP-ATL is an end-to-end rate control protocol that uses the adaptive rate control scheme developed in Section III-C in order to produce TCP-friendly traffic flows, while maintaining high-throughput performance in the NGWI.
RCP-ATL can run on top of RTP/RTCP [24] and UDP as shown in Fig. 3 . RCP-ATL is not an ARQ protocol and the source does not perform retransmission due to tighter time constraints of the multimedia flows. However, the receiver sends back an ACK for any received packet. If the RTP/RTCP is implemented, then these ACKs can be the receiver reports (RR) that includes the reception quality statistics such as the number of packets received, RTP timestamp, fraction lost, and cumulative number of packets lost. Hence, RCP-ATL can obtain and from the RTP receiver reports. If RTP/RTCP is not used for any reason, then data ACKs would be sufficient to acquire and . RCP-ATL follows the AIMD rate control behavior. It multiplicatively decreases its data rate in case of a packet loss, i.e., . Otherwise, it additively increases the data rate with at each RTT, i.e.,
. Furthermore, RCP-ATL can be implemented based on any existing AIMD rate control protocol to achieve the adaptive congestion control objective.
As in Section IV-A, and are assumed to be obtained from the underlying adaptive MAC layer. Once , , , and are known, and can be obtained by using (5) and (6) . Hence, can be calculated using (7) and plugged into (13) to determine for a given for . The discussions on the selection of given in Section IV-A also apply here. In this case, the selection of also affects the smoothness of the rate variation, which is essential to maintain a certain quality level in multimedia streaming. Although any pair determined by (13) inherently complies with fairness requirement, higher is preferable for smoothness requirement. The investigation of the effects of the selection on the smoothness of the rate variation is left for future study.
On the other hand, RCP-ATL rate control protocol can be in cooperation with an adaptive media encoding process. The adaptive encoder can be provided with the available bandwidth estimated by the RCP-ATL. Hence, the real-time multimedia encoder can then adapt its encoding rate according to the controlled fair share of the network resources, i.e.,
. By this way, the quality of the encoded multimedia can vary homogeneously and smoothly without leading to congestion and undesirable abrupt quality variations.
As explained for TCP-ATL in Section IV-A, RCP-ATL also indirectly addresses the blackout situations by its adaptive rate control algorithm. On the other hand, the RCP-ATL may require simple modifications in terms of calculations of and according to the different source/receiver combinations. The explanation of the TCP-ATL operation given in Section IV-A for each source/receiver combination also applies to RCP-ATL and, hence, is not repeated here. The only difference is that , , and vertical handoff event information can now be forwarded to the source within RTP receiver reports rather than data ACKs. However, if RTP/RTCP is not used for any reason, , , and vertical handoff event information can be still sent to the source within data ACKs. The operation of the adaptive rate control scheme used by RCP-ATL protocol is also summarized in the pseudoalgorithm shown in Fig. 4 .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to investigate the performance of the ATL, extensive simulation experiments are conducted. The throughput, blackouts, and fairness performance of TCP-ATL in the NGWI are evaluated in Section V-A. In Section V-B, the performance of RCP-ATL in terms of throughput, fairness, and jitter is investigated.
A. TCP-ATL Performance 1) Throughput: TCP-ATL simulation experiments are performed for varying packet loss probability between 10 and 10 . The experiments are conducted for three different one-way wireless link delay values, i.e., , 50, and 150 ms, which represent typical wireless link delay values in WLAN, 3G cellular, and satellite networks, respectively. During these three sets of experiments, the multiplicative-decrease factor is set to be 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85, respectively. These settings are found to give the best performance for simulation experiments. This makes perfectly sense since the throughput degradation (due to frequent rate throttles) increases with the bandwidth-delay product of the link. Therefore, the higher the is selected, the higher performance is observed in the links with high-bandwidth-delay products. The throughput values are obtained at the sender. The simulations are run on the following network configuration. The source and the destinations are connected to each other via two routers connected through the shared wired bottleneck. The wireless nodes are connected to the ingress router of the wired shared bottleneck via the wireless access links of these heterogeneous wireless architectures. The wired nodes are connected to the same bottleneck via wired links. The link capacities and data packet size are assumed to be 2 Mb/s and 1 KB, respectively. The one-way delay of the wired bottleneck link is assumed to be 10 ms. Each data packet is assumed to be acknowledged by a single ACK, i.e.,
. The packets are lost in the wireless link with the packet loss probability of . The sliding window duration for the measurement of is set to be . The investigation of the effects of these parameters on the protocol performance are left for future study. All simulations are performed for a duration of 600 s. For low delay environments such as WLAN, Snoop [3] is proven to be an efficient TCP-aware link-layer solution that significantly increases the TCP performance. WTCP [25] is also known to achieve the highest throughput performance in WWAN environments. To the best of our knowledge, TCP-Westwood [6] is shown to significantly improve the throughput performance in the hybrid wireless/wired networks. Similarly, TCP-Peach+ [1] , [2] is shown to be the best reliable transport protocol for satellite networks. Therefore, in order to show that TCP-ATL attains very high performance in all of the heterogeneous wireless environments as shown in Fig. 5 , its performance is compared with the performance of Snoop (with TCP-Sack) [3] and TCP-Westwood [6] for WLAN; WTCP [25] and TCP-Westwood [6] for wide-area 3G cellular; TCP-Peach+ [1] , [2] and TCP-Westwood [6] for satellite environments.
• WLAN: The results of three set of experiments for , 50, and 150 ms and varying are plotted in Figs. 6-8, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6 , both TCP-ATL and TCPWestwood outperform Snoop for low packet loss rates, i.e., and ms. As increases, , and TCP-Westwood experiences much more significant performance degradation compared with TCP-ATL and Snoop (with TCP-Sack). This is because the adaptive congestion control of TCP-ATL helps to compensate the throughput degradation by dynamically adjusting its AIMD parameters as explained in Section IV-A. Snoop also achieves high performance even in such high packet loss rates because of its local retransmission strategy. Nev- ertheless, it does not compensate for the effects of the additional wireless access delay on the throughput efficiency. Moreover, in the Snoop implementation, the additional buffering performed at the access point in order to snoop the end-to-end connection brings additional increase in the access delay. This further amplifies the throughput performance difference between the Snoop and TCP-ATL which can handle the adverse effects of the wireless access delay as explained in Section III-B. For a typical WLAN environment with a wide range of , TCP-ATL significantly improves throughput over Snoop and TCP-Westwood. For 5.10 , TCP-ATL outperforms TCP-Westwood approximately by 234% and Snoop by 47%.
• 3G Cellular: For this environment, we also compare the performance of TCP-ATL with WTCP in addition to TCPWestwood. As shown in Fig. 7 , TCP-ATL outperforms WTCP for ms and for all values from 10 to 10 . However, WTCP achieves higher throughput performance than TCP-Westwood. As the wireless link delay increases, i.e., ms, the throughput improvement by TCP-ATL over TCP-Westwood further increases as shown in Fig. 7 . This is mainly because TCP-ATL performance does not degrade with increasing , while TCPWestwood's performance is significantly affected. This is because the bandwidth estimation based on the ACK reception rate used by the TCP-Westwood starts to lose accuracy because of late arriving feedback [6] . Furthermore, WTCP also outperforms TCP-Westwood in this environment due to the same reason. For 10 , TCP-Westwood experiences 28% throughput degradation due to the increase in from 10 to 50 ms, while TCP-ATL performance almost remains unaffected. For 5.10 and ms, TCP-ATL outperforms WTCP with 91% and TCP-Westwood with approximately 468% throughput improvement.
• Satellite: As shown in Fig. 8 , TCP-ATL throughput does not significantly degrade in the typical satellite environment, i.e., ms, compared with the previous scenarios. Recall that ms is the one-way wireless link delay. For 10 and ms, the TCP-ATL performance decreases by only 6% compared with ms, while TCP-Westwood experiences 48% throughput degradation. This is again because of the adaptive congestion control scheme of the TCP-ATL, which updates its AIMD parameters according to the and . TCP-ATL throughput also shows similar behavior for varying as shown in Fig. 8 . However, the throughput degradation due to high is not as severe as it is for TCP-Westwood and TCP-Peach+. TCP-ATL improves the throughput up to 7.6 times over TCP-Westwood for ms. Note also that TCP-ATL outperforms TCP-Peach+ by 125% throughput improvement for 10 and ms. Consequently, instead of using different transport protocols developed for specific architectures, TCP-ATL achieves high-throughput performance in all of the three different wireless architectures by adapting its protocol configuration, as shown in Fig. 5 .
2) Roaming Between Heterogeneous Architectures: We also perform simulation experiments to evaluate the throughput achieved by the TCP-ATL, while the mobile terminal roams 10 , 10 , 10 , and , 50, and 150 ms for WLAN, 3G cellular, and satellite environments, respectively. The other simulation parameters are the same as the ones used in Section V-A1. The simulations are performed for various and combinations. Furthermore, we perform the same simulation experiments for two different cases.
1) Wireless Source: In this case, the wireless mobile terminal is the source and roaming between heterogeneous wireless architectures of the NGWI, while it has an active connection. For example, in the first experiment, the connection starts in WLAN at , and then at s the source migrates from WLAN to 3G and at s from 3G to the satellite environment. As shown in Table II , TCP-ATL maintains its high-throughput performance (around 1.9 Mb/s), regardless of what portion of the connection takes place in which wireless architecture. 2) Wireless Receiver: In this scenario, where the wireless mobile terminal is the receiver, the throughput achieved by the TCP-ATL does not vary significantly as shown in Table III . Although there exists very small throughput degradation, this is mainly due to loss of the packets carrying and from the wireless receiver node to the sender. In this case, TCP-ATL source cannot immediately respond to the variation in the and and, hence, throughput performance is affected. Furthermore, another reason for this throughput degradation is slightly delayed congestion control adaptation caused by the additional delay incurred, while the wireless receiver forwardsf the wireless link parameters, i.e., and , to the source as discussed in case 2 of the detailed protocol operation presented in Section IV-A. Despite such a slight variation, the achieved throughput is still around 1.9 Mb/s for all of the experiment scenarios, as shown in Table III . Therefore, regardless of whether the wireless mobile terminal is the source or the receiver end of the end-to-end connection, TCP-ATL can provide seamless high network utilization, while mobile users roam between heterogeneous wireless architectures as shown in Fig. 5 .
3) Blackout: The throughput achieved by TCP-ATL and TCP-Westwood for varying blackout durations between 10 ms and 10 s are given in Fig. 9 . Here, we assume ms and 10 . The simulations are performed for a duration of 600 s, where the blackout occurs at s. As shown in Fig. 9 , the throughput decreases with increasing blackout duration, as expected. This decrease is observed in both of the curves representing the TCP-ATL and TCP-Westwood. TCP-ATL outperforms TCP-Westwood for all blackout duration values. This is achieved by the dynamically adaptive congestion control used by TCP-ATL. When a blackout occurs due to mobility or fading by environmental obscurations, this immediately increases . The TCP-ATL source then calculates new using (9) to adapt the congestion control configuration to the new link conditions. Therefore, TCP-ATL can quickly recover from the throughput degradation due to a blackout as explained in Section IV-A. For the blackout duration of 1 s, TCP-ATL achieves 89% throughput improvement over TCP-Westwood.
4) Fairness:
For the fairness performance of TCP-ATL, two different scenarios, i.e., intraprotocol fairness and fairness to wired TCP flows, are considered. For the former case, the fairness among TCP-ATL flows sharing the same bottleneck is investigated. For the latter case, the fairness of TCP-ATL to the wired TCP sources, which are sharing the same bottleneck, is explored.
• Intraprotocol fairness: In this case, six TCP-ATL sources share the same bottleneck with a capacity of 6 Mb/s for ms and 10 . In Fig. 10 , the data received by each TCP-ATL sink is shown as a function of time. It is observed from Fig. 10 that all sinks receive almost the same amount of data at any point in time during the connection period. Hence, the TCP-ATL sources are all given a fair share of the network resources. • Fairness to wired TCP flows: In this case, five TCP-ATL and five wired TCP-SACK sources share the same bottleneck with capacity 4 Mb/s. TCP-ATL sources are connected to the bottleneck via a wireless link with ms and 10 . TCP-SACK sources are connected to the bottleneck via wired links, hence, they are wired TCP sourcs.
The total data received by the TCP-ATL and wired TCP sinks are shown in Fig. 11 as a function of time. Let be the ratio of the total data received by TCP-ATL and wired TCP sinks at time . Here, although the TCP-ATL sink receives slightly higher amount of data than the wired TCP source, throughout the connection period. This is mainly because of the inherent fairness of the TCP-ATL adaptive congestion control as explained in Section III-B. Therefore, TCP-ATL significantly improves link utilization efficiency, while preserving the overall fairness to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck. , 50, and 150 ms, which represent typical one-way wireless link delay values in WLAN, 3G and satellite networks, respectively. The simulation environment and parameters used are the same with TCP-ATL experiments presented in Section V-A1. To the best of our knowledge, RAP [22] is the best rate control protocol for wired environments. However, it is shown in [27] that RAP has very poor performance in the wireless domain. To our knowledge, however, there is no rate control protocol at the transport layer specifically developed for WLAN and 3G cellular environments. On the other hand, RCS [27] is the rate control scheme that has the highest performance in satellite networks. Therefore, the RCP-ATL goodput performance is compared with only RCS for satellite networks.
For low values, i.e., 10 with ms representing WLAN environments, RCP-ATL maintains its goodput performance, as shown in Fig. 12 . As increases, RCP-ATL starts to experience a slight performance degradation. As the wireless link delay increases, i.e., ms, the goodput performance of RCP-ATL remains unaffected by the increasing delay, as shown in Fig. 13 . This is achieved because of its adaptive rate control explained in Section III-C. In the typical satellite environment, i.e., ms, we also compare the performance of RCP-ATL with RCS. In this case, RCP-ATL can maintain its high goodput performance over wide range of , while RCS experiences significant degradation for 10 as shown in Fig. 14 . For 10 and ms, RCP-ATL improves goodput over RCS approximately by 228%. Therefore, RCP-ATL can achieve very high goodput performance in all different wireless environments as its TCP counterpart as shown in Fig. 5 , where is now calculated by (13) .
2) Fairness: Similar to the Section V-A4, two different scenarios, i.e., intraprotocol fairness and fairness to wired TCP flows, are considered for the fairness performance of RCP-ATL. In the intraprotocol fairness scenario, six RCP-ATL sources share the same bottleneck with capacity of 6 Mb/s for ms and 10 . As shown in Fig. 15 , the data received by each RCP-ATL sink is almost the same at any point in time during the connection period. Hence, the RCP-ATL sources are all given a fair share of the network resources.
To explore the RCP-ATL fairness to the wired TCP flows, the same scenario as in Section V-A4 is used. RCP-ATL and wired TCP-SACK sources share the same bottleneck with a capacity of 4 Mb/s. The data received by the RCP-ATL and the wired TCP sinks are shown in Fig. 16 as a function of time. Let be the ratio of the data received by RCP-ATL and wired TCP sinks at time . As shown in Fig. 16 , throughout the connection period. Therefore, RCP-ATL maintains fairness to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck. Note that this fairness is achieved because of the adaptive rate control designed by taking fairness into consideration, as explained in Section III-C.
3) Jitter Issues: The jitter experienced by RCP-ATL and RAP flows are also investigated in terms of the multimedia support performance of the RCP-ATL. Although RAP [22] is mainly developed for wired networks, we compared RCP-ATL with RAP in order to assess the improvement achieved by RCP-ATL due to its adaptivity to varying link conditions. The jitter experienced by each packet transmitted by the RCP-ATL and RAP sources are shown in Fig. 17 . In the bottom plot of Fig. 17 , it is seen that the packets sent by the RAP source experience much higher jitter than the packets sent by RCP-ATL. This is because RAP halves its data rate at packet losses due to link errors, hence resulting in high delay variation. In order to comply with the instantaneous TCP-friendliness, RCP-ATL also performs rate decrease at each packet loss. However, since it uses higher multiplicative decrease parameter , RCP-ATL experiences less abrupt rate variation in case of a packet loss than RAP. Therefore, RAP source experiences higher jitter than RAP source. Such improvement in jitter achieved by RCP-ATL is of significant importance for the delay sensitive real-time traffic, where the delay variation directly affects the QoS performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
The transport layer protocols developed for different wireless architectures do not provide a single solution to address the heterogeneities posed by the NGWI. The inadequacies of the current transport layer solutions necessitate a new transport layer that can address these heterogeneities. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no single proposed transport layer solution to serve for the NGWI objective. In this paper, a new unified ATL is presented to realize the NGWI objective. ATL incorporates a new adaptive transport protocol (TCP-ATL) for reliable data transport; and a new adaptive AIMD rate control protocol (RCP-ATL) for multimedia delivery in the NGWI. Both TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL deploy new adaptive congestion/rate control methods that dynamically adapt their AIMD control parameters to the current wireless link conditions to maintain high-throughput performance and to provide multimedia traffic support in NGWI. The experiment results showed that ATL protocols can maintain high-performance throughout the different wireless architectures. Their adaptive AIMD configuration methods also help avoid performance degradation for high packet loss rates. Furthermore, since the developed AIMD parameter adjustment strategy takes fairness into consideration, ATL protocols also maintain fairness to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck. Moreover, ATL protocols do not bring any additional overhead and can be developed on top of any of the existing TCP or AIMD rate control protocols.
Note also that the unified ATL solution avoids implementing different protocol stacks both at the wired and wireless terminals for different wireless architectures, i.e., WLAN, 3G cellular, and satellite. In fact, since the memory efficiency is an important concern for small and resource-constrained wireless devices and it is foreseen that memory will be mostly consumed by the applications, a set of software tools is being developed specifically for protocol and algorithm development with minimum memory footprint for wireless terminals [30] . Hence, instead of separate protocols for different architectures, the single unified ATL implementation utilizes up to three times lower memory footprint size, which is a significant memory saving in terms of software design for memory constrained wireless terminals [30] , [31] . Furthermore, implementing three different transport protocols would also require a separate mechanism to efficiently hand over the active transport connections between different protocols as the mobile terminal roams between wireless architectures. This involves in per-connection state maintenance, buffering, switching, and synchronization, which lead to significant memory, processing, and software overhead for resource-constrained wireless terminals [32] . Hence, ATL also avoids the need for such a mechanism by providing a single unified transport layer solution which achieves overhead-free and seamless transport connection as the mobile terminal roams across the NGWI.
The experiment results from the experiments demonstrated that both ATL protocols achieve very high performance in the heterogeneous wireless architectures for wide ranges of packet loss probabilities and link delays. TCP-ATL is shown to significantly improve the throughput performance over Snoop (with TCP-Sack) [3] and TCP-Westwood [6] for WLAN environments, WTCP [25] and TCP-Westwood [6] for wide-area 3G cellular, and TCP-Peach+ [1] , [2] and TCP-Westwood [6] for satellite environments. Hence, instead of using different transport protocols developed for specific architectures, TCP-ATL achieves high-throughput performance in all of the three different wireless architectures by adapting its protocol configuration. TCP-ATL are also shown to address the blackout situations and maintain its throughput performance. Both TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL is shown to preserve fairness to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck. RCP-ATL is also shown to improve jitter performance in wireless environments. As a result, the ATL protocol suite addresses the challenges posed by the NGWI and significantly improves the performance for reliable data and multimedia transport in NGWI.
APPENDIX
The time-dependency of the transmission rate is shown in Fig. 18 . The rate-based generic AIMD scheme is assumed to increase the rate additively with at each , i.e., . It throttles the transmission rate, , multiplicatively by if a packet loss is detected, i.e.,
. The steady-state throughput of such rate-based AIMD scheme is derived here.
Let be the total number of packets transmitted in , which can be calculated by (18) If is the throughput achieved in , the steady-state throughput achieved by the rate-based generic AIMD scheme is given by (19) Let be the number of packets transmitted in the th loss cycle , which starts and ends with rate halving due to congestion decision. If the duration of is , then the throughput achieved in is given by . Assuming the evolution of the transmission rate to be Markov regenerative process with rewards [16] , then the steady-state throughput can be calculated by (20) where and are the means of and , respectively. The transmission rate change during , i.e., the value of the transmission rate at th RTT of the , is given by (21) Given that is the total number of RTTs in , i.e., the rate is throttled in th RTT, then the transmission rate at the end of the is expressed by . Hence, the expectation of the i.i.d random variable denoting the transmission rate, i.e., , can be calculated as
If lasts for , where is the RTT, then the total number of packets transmitted during can be calculated by (23) For rate-based AIMD scheme, whose rate change is performed with RTT granularity, this can be calculated by replacing the integration in (23) with the discrete summation and substituting (21) as follows:
Thus, for mutually independent random variables of and , the mean of can be calculated by taking expectation of both sides of (24) and substituting (22) as follows:
On the other hand, the total number of packets transmitted in loss cycle can also be calculated by , where and are the number of packets transmitted until the dropped packet and in the last RTT, respectively. Therefore, can also be calculated by (26) where the expectation of the random variable is given by (27) where is the packet loss probability, if loss-based congestion detection is used by the generic AIMD rate-based congestion control algorithm. By substituting (22) and (27) into (26), and equating it to (25), we solve for and obtain it as follows (28) Thus, it follows from (20) , (25) and (28) that the steady-state throughput of the rate-based general AIMD rate control scheme as a function of rate-increase and decrease parameters, i.e., and , and RTT and the packet loss probability , can be expressed as follows: (29) 
